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Nile Chinelo spared a glance at the three Imperial Security Bureau men. From their point of view, the open
space would be better should things get violent. The ISB men were on to her contact because of an accusation
from a Gran. She had no idea why the Gran had identified her contact. Nile did know she was too close to
completing her mission to let the Imperials have him. Remaining under the guise of a prospective swoop buyer
and salesman, Nile let the contact lead the way toward the outside lot, careful to look nonchalant as they
moved on a course to continue avoiding the ISB men. They had just made it to the door when the Gran
stepped in their path. Nile stepped between the Gran and her contact. Remain where you are. He was a
fair-skinned man, but Nile could see his color turn even paler. This man was not an experienced spy, just a
citizen trying to do right by the galaxy. Looking to the ISB agent, Nile saw him, flanked by his men, moving
through the few patrons and salesmen and toward them. Soon the ISB agent stood before Nile and the contact.
He grudgingly nodded his head. The Gran pointed at Nile. She stinks of the type of low life that would join the
rebels! Much of those experiences showed on her face. Why would I side with the people responsible for my
loss? That would also help conceal the later transaction for the foodstuffs. However, Nile felt there was no
talking her way out of this situation, even with the help of the Force. She hoped her allies Corana and Piani
were ready for a rapid departure, as violence will surely lead to its necessity. His anxiety was already high;
this was probably his first time dealing with scum slavers like Cragen. Now he looked a shade away from
heart failure. Cragen turned to the man. We have what you need as long as you have the credits. He was about
to answer when Cragen stepped between him and Piani. And without squealing to the Empire. He was a tall
man, nearly two meters in height. Piani was several centimeters shorter than him, making it easy for her to lay
her tentacled head on his shoulder. She rubbed a perfectly manicured hand across his chest. The suit got
uncomfortable, but Piani could tell he liked the attention. He held a finger from his other hand over a button
on the communicator. They burst out laughing. Star Wars Fan Fiction.
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Books[ edit ] Both major Deathstalker episodes are classic examples of an epic form of space opera. Even
minor characters often have significant portions of a novel devoted to them. Partly a parody of the s
space-opera genre, the Deathstalker novels are also a satirical take on dictatorship, fascism, fashion,
established religion and the media. Deathstalker universe The series is set in a far-future, fictional universe,
dominated by a vast and powerful human empire that has fallen from its ancient beginnings into cruelty,
decadence and oppression. Alien species when encountered are subjugated or exterminated; internal dissent is
ruthlessly put down, and power is concentrated in the hands of a psychotic empress known as the "Iron Bitch"
and a number of aristocratic families, or clans. Under the justification of protecting the empire from external
threats, the empress maintains the status quo by playing off different groups against one another, preventing
any organisation from becoming powerful enough to challenge her rule. Cloning is commonplace, with clones
being regarded as non-people for use as expendable slave labour. Some people, known generically as espers,
have various psychic powers including telekinesis , telepathy and teleportation â€” these, too, are carefully
regulated and exploited by the empire. The vast majority of imperial citizens, while denied many forms of
political self-expression, appear to lead fairly normal lives under the fiefdoms of the different clans. The
author draws a parallel to certain periods of the Roman Empire , with the citizenry being kept compliant
through the use of public holidays and spectacles such as gladiatorial games. As the series begins, a number of
threats have arisen to menace the empire: Hellworld New York, Ace An expendable expedition is sent to
investigate a planet on the galactic rim to ascertain its suitablitiy for future settlement. They encounter a world
where biological reality has run haywire. Discovering the dark reality of an empire that is far removed from
his life of comfort and wealth, he finds unlikely allies and comes to the realisation that the empire, and the
throne, must be cleansed. The Imperial Homeworld, Golgatha, is attacked by an unidentified alien starship
after Owen and his companions inadvertently disable planetary defences as a side effect of a hacker strike
against the banking centres of the empire. Owen and his companions must not only cope with these, but also
the even graver threat posed by a new adversary: Many plot threads are wrapped up, including the fates of
most of the major characters. Deathstalker Return[ edit ] New York, Roc Fleeing through the empire with
imperial forces in hot pursuit, Lewis discovers legends from the past and in desperation sets out on an
apparently impossible mission â€” the return of Owen Deathstalker. Deathstalker Coda[ edit ] New York,
Orion Together the two Deathstalkers must fight to save the empire from its greatest threat: Whilst Lewis
leads rebel forces in the present, Owen travels back to the past to try to uncover the mysteries behind the
current crisis. This is the final book in the Deathstalker saga, and wraps up the remaining loose ends left by the
first series. Reaction[ edit ] The Deathstalker series has had a mixed reception from reviewers, with Simeon
Shoul of the science fiction, fantasy and horror website Infinity Plus describing the novels as "some of the
most schlock space opera in the genre", before going on to say: At times it works magnificently. I firmly
believe it does people and institutions good to have the piss taken out of them at regular intervals. What if
there was just one man, with no backing, starting a rebellion on his own? Retrieved 24 May Archived from
the original on 8 October
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Lucas suggested Hamill could have a cameo role in Episode IX, which he imagined filming by He said he had
"twelve-page outlines" for those films. So, I took the screenplay and divided it into three stories, and rewrote
the first one. As I was writing, I came up with some ideas for a film about robots, with no humans in it. When
I got to working on the Wookiee, I thought of a film just about Wookiees, nothing else. So, for a time, I had a
couple of odd movies with just those characters. Then, I had the other two films, which were essentially split
into three parts each, two trilogies. Essentially, there were twelve films. He added that he had: It progresses
over a period of about fifty or sixty years with about twenty years between trilogies, each trilogy taking about
six or seven years. The series may happen the way he originally planned or may completely change. As the
films are made, each of the stories develops. As each is finished, I think the direction of the saga may change a
bit. So plots change a lot when they start getting into script form. The Empire Strikes Back, Lucas had already
written story treatments for episodes: Return of the Jedi. This led Lucas to rework and fully incorporate many
of the plots from his discarded sequel trilogy directly into Return of the Jedi. Gary Kurtz the producer of A
New Hope and The Empire Strikes Back, opened about those incorporated elements, albeit remained coy
about the discarded ideas that could be still used on future sequels. About the elements from such discarded
sequel trilogy, that were directly incorporated into Return of the Jedi, Kutz said those were: Revenge of the
Sith. Both also fully happened within Episode VI: Return of the Jedi Lucas originally planned for both to
happen in Episode IX , that specific storyline had been planned as early as pre, according to Gary Kurtz. They
had propulsive action, really interesting new worlds, new characters. Comenting in the announcement of
Lucas selling Lucasfilm to Disney in , and the official announcement of a sequel trilogy.
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made Owen Deathstalker a rebel hero in an empire choked by tyranny.

To begin with, as usual, I will have to state that reading this book purely for the purpose of criticizing it, you
will not be disappointed. You will find oft-repeated phrases, and far too many references to Hell in some
cases. And of course there is the fact that this book more than any of the others so far seems to act as four
separate stories - the last of which brings everything together, for a brilliant finale before the Well. And of
course there is the fact that this book more than any of the others so far seems to act as four separate stories the last of which brings everything together, for a brilliant finale before the next chapter in the Deathstalker
Universe. However, in my not-so-professional-but-very-obstinate opinion, reading this book to criticize will
not get you anywhere. It is far more profitable to read this for enjoyment - you will greatly enjoy it, if you set
out to do so. Well, regarding what I see as the "first" story in Deathstalker War - this "story" follows Hazel
and Owen, among others, on Mistworld. It is a story that I find very compelling, at times very amusing, and
very exciting - however it can be very horrifying. The particular beef that I have with Green at this point is
two characters in the book who were left out of the audio version who appear for a grand total of about ten
pages, and seem only to be there to cause the reader disgust. Please only read the following spoiler if you will
promise not to be put off the entire book, as it is only part of my rant and as previously mentioned these
characters do not appear very much at all. Then they go to rape a teenage girl later, laughing at her efforts to
escape, and when they are almost caught, cut her throat without a second thought. Apart from that their only
contributions are being coarse and hanging people, and firing a Disrupter Cannon beam through their own
comrades at the order of their superior. But the story also made me cry, at times, and at other times I was
laughing with delight rather than humor - for example, when a few espers were really happy about something
and dancing on the ceiling. OK, onto the second "story". I can honestly say that when I first read this, I was so
incredibly surprised by it. There are some very profound moments in this book that did surprise me, and for
the simple reason that this story deals with the theme of childhood If you read this part of the book, you will
see why it is perhaps one of the saddest parts of the Deathstalker stories as is the next "story" in this book. It
all depends on how you look at things, I guess. You learn a lot about all the characters. I personally, find Giles
Deathstalker to be almost distastefully hard and cold and overly honorable - which makes those moments
where he is profound all the more refreshing. But I have come close to hating him at times, for what he does,
especially in regards to Julian Skye. Speaking of which, I absolutely love Julian. Such a lovely young man and if you like him as much as me, you will probably cry in this part of book, as I did. Julian does suffer - and
it is cruel that the others are aware that it is during their mission, his suffering is distracting them. There are
also moments of beauty in this part of the story, ones that I love. The start of this story is, to put it simply,
beautiful. I have to put in a good word for the audio-books here - the music that they put on the beginning of
the segment, well, it was a sunny day and it honestly made me want to dance with happiness. The music was
accompanied with the narrative describing the start of the "story" - a perfect day on the back-water planet of
Virimonde, with David Deathstalker and Kit SummerIsle, the two friends, trying to find peace in a more
gentle, softly fun-filled life than they had with the upsets and excitements of high society. I honestly love these
two - yes, even Kit, and if you read the book you will see why. He has to face the most terrible test to true
friendship, and those with any scrap of empathy within them will have to feel sorry for Kit. Why did David
have to die? He honestly was starting to become a better person, and he finally had a true friend. I cried for
you, I really did. Especially when the music from the wonderfully happy start of the book came on. This part
of the book is honestly probably my favorite in terms of the writing, the emotions it made me feel I like
emotions, period: As an aside to this story, if you are like me and you are greatly amused by the redoubtable
Valentine Wolfe, you will again not be disappointed. He makes many appearances in Deathstalker War, but,
be warned; he has started to progress from those actions only just excusable due to his wonderfully
entertaining temperament. He has begun to move into the disturbingly psychotic and completely inexcusable.
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So, consider yourself warned. You will not be able to justify dear Valentine much longer. It honestly is a
worthy ending to the rebellion section of the Deathstalker Saga. Some people have commented, I believe,
commented that it is so drawn out as to seem almost farcical, but I think that everything Green wrote was
necessary, worthy, and gives you a very good idea as to the huge struggle that was being undertaken, and how
desperate it was. There was one comment made in this book, left out of the audio version, that because I have
read some of the later books made me suspect a huge twist later in the series. I may be wrong but I did get that
feeling that everything or, most things: In conclusion - a worthy, emotional, wonderful ending to this part of
the Deathstalker Saga. It will, if you are anything like me, make you love, hate, cry, and make your heart
pound with excitement.
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Episode 1 Sub Contract A lone mage named Siluca and a vagrant knight named Theo make an oath as master
and retainer, with hopes of bringing reform to a land riddled with war and chaos. Episode 2 Sub Ambition
With Theo now in control of his own territory, Siluca starts putting plans into motion, as well as calling on old
allies. Meanwhile, in the neighboring region of Savis, an ambitious Lord plots to overtake the fledgling
kingdom. The first task Villar gives them is to govern the Forest of Eternal Darkness, a territory ruled by
vampires. A lavish party is thrown. Villar takes her hand and asks her to dance. Siluca looks on with growing
frustration at their passionate dance, almost flaunting their mutual feelings for each other. Villar orders Theo
to capture a fortress city ruled by the independent Lord, Ladvan Toriuss, widely known as a man of sincerity,
and trusted by his people. But those hopes were soon shattered. When Starck attempts to secede from the
Union, Marrine mercilessly sends her troops to attack. Villar joins forces with neighboring domains Kilhis,
Regalia, and Haman to repulse Waldlind, but then a new enemy arrives from the seas. But suddenly, a massive
fleet is spotted, advancing towards them from across the seas. Marrine has called on Nord, the nation across
from the continent, to reinforce her troops. He orders his son, Dorni, to subjugate Theo and quash the
rebellion. And behind the scenes, the Black Witch, Jana, has a secret plot up her sleeve. However, not wanting
to fall in his trap, Milza plans to draw Theo out. Meanwhile, as the Starcks and Nords close in on Haman,
Lady Eudokia and her mage make a difficult decision. He wants to attack, but his mage thinks differently.
Will Milza listen to his mage? However, their next vicious opponent awaiting for them on the seas is Sea King
Erik. However, the Treaty is already there. Will they be able to hold out agains the Alliance until the Union
gets there? Episode 21 Sub Purge Just when things were settling down, Siluca receives a message that was
sent out to all the other Mages. Apparently, all the Lord-supporting Mages are being slaughtered in the night
by a mysterious secret agency. However, with the Mage Academy determined to stop them, they send out a
dangerous enemy to meet them at the gate.
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Ð Ð°Ð·Ñ€Ð°Ð±Ð¾Ñ‚Ñ‡Ð¸Ðº Ð¿Ñ€Ð¸Ð»Ð¾Ð¶ÐµÐ½Ð¸Ñ• To Be A Deathstalker:Deathstalker War Episode 4: Cross
Forward Consulting, LLC. This application contains a professional recording of To Be A Deathstalker -- wrapped in a
beautiful and elegant player to create an immersive and enjoyable audiobook experience.

Chapter 9 : Episode Four | The Vietnam War
The Deathstalker series of science fiction novels, by British author Simon R. Green, was written during the s and early
calendrierdelascience.comgh referred to by a single name, the series consists of two major episodes (each dealing with
a different member of the Deathstalker Clan), and other associated novels providing a backstory to the characters and
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